Name :
Up to 6-digit: S1

Subtraction
1)

A large tanker truck can hold upto 11,000 gallons of oil. If the truck already contains
9,365 gallons of oil, how many more gallons of oil will be required to fill the tanker?

2)

There are 23,145 verses in the old testament of the Bible. The new testament has
7,957 verses. How many fewer verses does the new testament have than the old
testament?
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In the year 2014, 835,478 participants took part in the Newyork City Marathon. The
race had 50,386 finishers. How many participants were unable to complete
the marathon?
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5)

Which is the heaviest mammal-Asian elephant or African elephant? The average
weight of an Asian elephant is 11,950 pounds and that of an African elephant
is 13,220 pounds. What is the difference in weight?
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Name :

Answer Key
Up to 6-digit: S1

Subtraction
1)

A large tanker truck can hold upto 11,000 gallons of oil. If the truck already contains
9,365 gallons of oil, how many more gallons of oil will be required to fill the tanker?

1,635 gallons

2)

There are 23,145 verses in the old testament of the Bible. The new testament has
7,957 verses. How many fewer verses does the new testament have than the old
testament?

PREVIEW

15,188 verses
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In the year 2014, 835,478 participants took part in the Newyork City Marathon. The
race had 50,386 finishers. How many participants were unable to complete
the marathon?
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785,092 participants
5)

Which is the heaviest mammal-Asian elephant or African elephant? The average
weight of an Asian elephant is 11,950 pounds and that of an African elephant
is 13,220 pounds. What is the difference in weight?

African elephant, 1,270 pounds
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